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If F is an algebraically ordered, though not necessarily commutative, field,

P the system of its positive numbers, and if bi, ■ ■ ■ , bi are i linearly inde-

pendent vectors in the «-dimensional vector space V over F, then the mani-

folds J**ZîFbj+Pbk for l^k^i form an i-dimensional chain of incident

sub-half-spaces of V [ = ¿-dimensional direction element of V]. The group V

of linear transformations of V is said to have the Property (P.i) of i-dimen-

sional free mobility if T is simply transitive on the set of all the i-dimensional

chains of incident sub-half-spaces of V. We are going to characterize these

groups, and incidentally the spaces possessing such groups, under the addi-

tional hypotheses that Kt and 2<n. These characterizations may be con-

centrated into the following theorems.

Theorem A. The group T of linear transformations of the vector space V of

dimension n greater than 2 has Property (P. n) if, and only if, F is Pythagorean

and there exists a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form f(x, y) [from V

to F] such that T consists of all the linear transformations of V which preserve

the form f.

Here as always we say that the field F is Pythagorean, if it [possesses an

algebraical order,] is commutative, and if every \-\-t2 with t in Fis the square

of an element, not 0, in F; and we term the bilinear form f(x, y) positive

definite, if f(x, x) for x^O is the square of an element, not 0, in F.

Theorem A makes it clear that the groups with Property (P.«) are just

the full orthogonal groups of V; and one deduces from Theorem A without

difficulty that the Pythagorean character of F is necessary and sufficient for

the existence of a full orthogonal group and that any two groups with

Property (P.n) are conjugate within the group of all linear transformations

of V.

Theorem B. The group <f> of linear transformations of the vector space V

of dimension greater than 2 has Property (P. n — 1) if, and only if, <¡> is the sub-

group of index 2 of a [uniquely determined] group Y with Property (P.n).

Theorem B implies that the groups with Property (P.n — 1) are just the

proper orthogonal groups of V.

Theorem C. // the group A of linear transformations of V has Property

(P.i), then i=l or n — \ or n.
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When proving these theorems we show also that the actual algebraical

ordering of the field £ [that is, the special choice of the domain P of posi-

tivity] is not really important, since groups with Property (P'.i) will also

have Property (P".j) [for P', P" domains of positivity]. To see this we

show the equivalence of these properties with properties that are, in their

very formulation, completely independent of any possible ordering of the

field F.
In Chapter I we shall characterize the full orthogonal group; and all the

other results we shall obtain by reference to the characterization of the full

orthogonal group. It is worth noting that when characterizing the proper

orthogonal group [in Chapter II] we have to treat separately the case of odd

dimension [which is rather simple] and the case of dimension greater than 3

[which is somewhat more intricate].

The reason for this last complication may partly be looked for in the quite

different situation arising for ra = 2. Though some of our arguments remain

applicable in the case n = 2, there are enough of them that fail. Actually

Pickert [l, p. 498](l) has given an interesting example which shows that

Theorem B ceases to be true for ra = 2. On the other hand we can show (§6)

that the characterization of the full orthogonal group remains true for

ra = 2, if we impose an additional hypothesis on F.

Historically our problems originate from Helmholtz's space problem. It

is an important step in its treatment to deduce the existence of an invariant

quadratic form from the validity of a free mobility condition; and as the

problem concerned itself with real space only, analytical means were used in

its treatment (see, for instance, Weyl [l, p. 29-43]). To obtain a purely

algebraical treatment of this phase of Helmholtz's space problem one has to

substitute for the field of real numbers some formally real field as the field

of coordinates. This has been done for the full orthogonal group by Iyanaga-

Abe [l] and for the proper orthogonal group by Pickert [l]. Both impose,

however, a number of additional requirements concerning group and field

apart from (P.ra) and (P.ra —1) respectively.

Chapter I. The full orthogonal group

1. Groups of linear transformations defining an orthogonality relation.

Throughout our discussion F is going to be a [not necessarily commutative]

field of characteristic different from 2 ; and V is going to be an w-dimensional

vector space over F—the elements in £ act as left multipliers on the elements

in V. Expressions like subspace, linear submanifold, £-admissible subgroup

of F will be used alternatingly; and subspaces of dimensions 1,2, and ra — 1 will

be called lines, planes, and hyperplanes respectively.

Transformations of V will always be linear, one-to-one, and exhaustive.

P) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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If o- is a transformation of V, then we denote by J(cr) the totality of vectors

v such that va = v and by £(<r) the totality of vectors v such that z/cr= —v.

J(o) and R(<r) are subspaces of V with cross cut 0. The following well known

fact will be useful :

<r2 = 1    if, and only if,    V = J(o) © R(o).

Here as always © indicates the direct sum. Transformations a such that

0-2=1 will be referred to as involutions.

Definition. £Ae group <p of linear transformations of V defines an ortho-

gonality relation, if

(a) to every subspace S of V there exists one and only one involution o-(S)

in 0 such that S = j[v(S) ] and

(b) S'^S" implies R[o(S")] £R[<r(S')].

If 0 defines an orthogonality relation, then <r(S) is a single-valued function

of the subspaces 5 of V; and we may let 5* = i?[<r(5)]. The following simple

inferences from (a) and (b) show that the mapping of 5 onto S* constitutes an

orthogonality relation in the strictest sense of the word.

(c) 0 contains the reflection p in the origin [vp = — vfor every v] since p = cr(0).

(d) 5** = 5 for every subspace S of V,

since op is, for every involution o in 0, an involution in 0 which satisfies

J(op) = R(a) and R(ap)=J(a).

(e) V=S®S* for every subspace S of V,

since V = J(<x) ® R(o) for every involution a.

({)  (St)* = (S*)t for every subspace S and every r in 0,

since J(o)t = J~(t~1ot) and £(<r)T = £(r-1crr).

Theorem. The group 0 of linear transformations of V defines an ortho-

gonality relation if, and only if, 0 satisfies the following two conditions :

(U) If t is in 0 and if there exists a basis bi, • • ■ , bn of V such that b¡T

= bi modulo 2~L]=i Fbj for i=\, • • • , n, then r = 1.

(E) If ii, • ■ • , bnis a basis of V, and ifO^k^n, then there exists a trans-

formation t in 0 such that

(+ bu t^ (i ^ k)
biT = < >  modulo   ¿-i Fbj    for    < > .

I— bi) j_i (k < i)

Proof. Assume first that the group 0 meets requirement (a) of Definition 1,

and that b\, ■ • ■ , bn is a basis of V. Consider a transformation r in 0 such

that&jT=- modulo &<2Z'=Î Fbj fori=l, • • • , n. Then we have b\T = b\, and

thus may make the inductive hypotheses that 1 <i and that bp- = b¡ for j<i.

There exists by (a) one and only one involution a in 0 such that J(a)

= E£i Fbj. Naturally we have2ZUi Fbj = J(fr)®[R(ir)r\ }ZUi Fb¡] so that
R(o) contains an element w = v-\-bi with v in X)J=i Fbj. It follows from the

inductive hypothesis that J(t~1ot) =J(o), and hence it follows from (a) that
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ff=T-1or. It follows from our hypothesis concerning r that b,T = u-\-bi with

u in ]0=î Rbj, and now one verifies that

u — w = (u + w)a = (v + u + &i)<r = (i> + Oí)t<t = war = — WT

= — (» + i>i)r = — v — (u -\- bi) = — u — w

or a = 0 or bj- = bi. This completes the induction, showing r= 1; and thus we

have verified (U). To prove (E) one has just to remember that as a conse-

quence of (a) there exists in <f> an involution a' such that J(a') = y.Li Fbj.

Assume now the validity of conditions (U) and (E). Then one deduces

from (U) immediately that

(Jo) the transformation r in 4> is an involution, if there exists a basis b\, ■ ■ • ,bn

of V such that b^r= +¿»¿ modulo ^J=l Fbj for every i.
Next we prove:

(U') If a' and a" are involutions in <f> such that J(a') ^J(a"), then R(a")

^R(a').

There exists a basis bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn of V such that J(a') = 2Z<=Í P^»> R(a')

r\J(a")= ¿Í~¿ Fbu P(o-') = Zr=t- Fbi- It is clear then that bi = b,o'o" for
i<h, -bi = bio'o" for h^i<k and bio'o" = -2ti + bi for k^i^n, iibi — ti+ti

with ti in J(a") and t' in R(a"). But then it follows from (/0) that a'a" is an

involution, and this implies a'a" = a"a', since a' and a" are involutions.

Consider now an element w in R(a"). Then w = u-\-v with u in J(a') and v

in R(a'), and consequently

2u -\- w = wa'a" = wa"a' = — 2u -\- w    or    u = 0    and    w = v.

Hence M> = tf belongs to R(a') and this proves the desired inequality R(a")

^R(a').

From (U') we infer in particular that J(a')=J(a") implies R(a')=R(a")

and hence a' = a", and thus (U') implies (b) as well as the uniqueness part

of (a).

Consider now any subspace S of V. Then there exists a basis di, ■ ■ • , d„

of V such that S= ^,?=i Fdi. It follows from (E) that there exists a trans-

formation a in <j> such that

{-{-di) «^ (i^m)
dio = < >   modulo 2-iFdj   for    < > .

I— ¿J ,_i (w < i)

It is an immediate consequence of (Jo) that a is an involution, and now one

verifies easily that S = J(a). This completes the verification of (a) and (b).

We note that we have shown slightly more than the desired theorem, namely

also the following proposition.

Corollary. Condition (b) [of the definition] is a consequence of Condition

(a).
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If <f> defines an orthogonality, then we shall call vectors v and w orthogonal

[with respect to <j>], if there exists a subspace 5 such that v is in 5 and w in S*.

Naturally this is equivalent to the fact that w belongs to (Fv)* and also to the

fact that v belongs to (Fw)*.

2. Free mobility. If P is a subgroup of index 2 of the multiplication group

of the field F, and if — 1 does not belong to P, then we term P a domain of

positivity [in the weak sense]; and the letter P shall always designate such

domains. We note that P is a domain of positivity in the customary [or

strict] sense, if it is closed under addition and that E. Sperner has termed

"Halbordnung" what we called here a domain of positivity in the weak sense.

The group <f> of linear transformations of the w-dimensional vector space V

has the property of w-dimensional free mobility with respect to P, if it meets

the following requirement:

(P.n) If b[, ■ ■ ■ , bu and b{', ■ • • , b" are bases of V, then there exists

one and only one transformation r in <j> such that

[i—l -| t—1

J^Fbj + Pbl   t = Y,Pb'i' + Pbl' fori-l,-v, n.
i-i J )=i

Proposition 1. A group <j> with Property (P.n) has Property (E) (of §1,

Theorem) and the following property:

(J) The transformation r in <j> is an involution, if there exists a basis

bi, ■ • • , bn of V such that [^i=i Fbj\r= 2Z'=i Fbj for i=\, • ■ ■ , n.

Proof. If r leaves invariant the subspaces 2J=i Fbj, then r2 leaves in-

variant the sub-half-spaces Z~l*=°i Fbj+Pbi, since the square of any number,

not 0, in F, belongs to P. Now it is clear that (J) is a consequence of the

uniqueness statement contained in (P.n). From (P.n) one deduces further-

more the existence of a transformation r\ in (j> and of numbers pi in P such that

( + pibi) jzj (i g k\
bit] = < > modulo ¿.Fbj    for     < > .

{- pibj )=1 U < i)

It follows from (J) that if= 1; and this implies p2 = 1. Since pi belongs to P

whereas —1 does not belong to P, we see that pi=l; and this shows the

validity of (E).

Proposition 2. Property (J) implies Property (U) (of §1, Theorem).

Proof. Assume that t in <p has the property biT = bi modulo ^Jlí b¡ for

i—l, • ■ ■ , n. It follows from (J) that r is an involution. It is clear that bi

belongs to J(r), and thus we may make the inductive hypothesis that

bi, ■ • • , bi-i belong to J(r). By hypothesis biT — bi belongs to X'=i Fb¡,

which by our inductive hypothesis belongs to J(t). Since t is an involution,

we have therefore
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biT — bi = (biT — bi)r = bi — b{T

or bi = b,T, since the characteristic of F is different from 2. This completes

our inductive argument and shows that t = 1, as we claimed.

An immediate consequence of Propositions 1 and 2 and of §1, Theorem,

is the following

Proposition 3. A group with property (P.ra) defines an orthogonality rela-

tion (§1, Definition).

Proposition 4. If <f> has Property (P.ra), then there exists to every pair of

orthogonal lines an involution interchanging them.

Proof. Suppose that L' and L" are lines orthogonal with respect to the

orthogonality relation defined by 0. Then we have

V = L' © L" © (£' © L"Y,       L"* = L' © (L' © L")*.

There exists a basis bu ■ ■ ■ , bn of F such that (£,'©£")*= X^=i2 -F6»-.

L'= Fbn-i, L" = Fbn. We infer from (P.ra) the existence of a transformation tr

in 0 such that

I- ¿—1 -| i—1

}ZFbj + Pbi \<t =  2ZFbj + Pbi for i = 1, • • • , ra - 2,
L j=i J        j_i

[ £ Fbj + £¿>„_i] <r = £ F&, + Pi„,
L ?=i J ¡=i

I" "¿ Fbj + Pbn~\ c = "¿ /^ + Fô„ + P¿„_i.
L 3-1 J í-l

Since a leaves invariant the subspace (£'©£")*, it follows from §1, (f) that

a leaves invariant also the subspace L'@L". Thus the last two formulas de-

fining a reduce to [Pbn-i]o- = Pbn and [Pbn]<r g Fbn+Pbn-i. But [Fbn-i]a and

[£ô„](7 are orthogonal too; and thus it follows from the last inequality that

[Pbn]a — Pbn-i. Consequently a2 leaves invariant every half-subspace

2^2*1=1 Fbj+Pbi; and the uniqueness part of (P.ra) shows that <r2 = 1. Hence a

is the desired involution interchanging L' and L".

Proposition 5. 7/0 has Property (P.ra), and if 2 <n, then

(T) there exists to every pair of lines L', L" in V a product <j of involutions

in 0 such that L'a = L".

This is an almost immediate consequence of Proposition 4, since because

of 2 <ra there exists a line L orthogonal to both L' and L".

3. The form of a group.

Theorem. If the group 0 of linear transformations of the vector space V over

F has Properties (J), (E), (T), and if the dimension n of V is at least 3, then
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the field F is Pythagorean and there exists a symmetrical, positive definite

bilinear form f(x, y) [from V to F] such that <p consists of all the linear trans-

formations preserving f.

Proof. We infer from §2, Proposition 2, the validity of (U). Thus condi-

tions (U) and (E) of §1, Theorem are satisfied by 0; and this shows that 0

defines an orthogonality relation 5*. Since 2 <ra, there exists an involutorial

anti-automorphism a oí F and a bilinear form f(x, y) from F to £ with the

following properties:

(1) f(cx, y)=cf(x, y),f(x, cy) =f(x, y)c" for x, y in V, c in £.

(2) f(x, y) =/(y, x)a for x, y in V.

(3) f(x, x)=0 implies x = 0.

(4) f(e, e) = 1 for some e in V.

(5) If 5 is a subspace of V, then S* is the totality of solutions v of the

equation f(S, v) =0.

(For a proof of this theorem, see Birkhoff-von Neumann [l, Appendix, pp.

837-843]). It is important to note that this is the only application of the

hypothesis 2 <ra which we are going to make in the course of this proof.

The linear transformation r of V preserves/, if f(x, y) =/(xr, yr) for every

x and y in V. The following easily verified and presumably well known fact

will be convenient to use.

(3.1) The linear transformation r of V preserves f, if f(x, x) =/(xr, xt) for

every x in V.

Next we prove:

(3.2) The involution  o belongs to 0 if, and only if, a preserves f.

If a is an involution in 0, then we have R(a) =/(o-)* [see §l]; and it fol-

lows from (2) and (5) that

f(u, v) = f(v, u) = 0    for    u in J(d) and v in R(a).

From V=J(o)@R(a) it follows that every vector z has the form z = z'-\-z"

with z' in J(a) and z" in R(cr). Consequently

f(xo-, ya) = f(x' - x", y' - y") = /(*', y') + /(*", y")

= f(x' + x", y' + y") = f(x, y),

so that a preserves /.

If conversely a preserves/, and if u is in J(a) and v in R(a), then f(u, v)

=f(ua, va) =f(u, —v) = —f(u, v), so that f(u, v) =0, since the characteristic

of £is different from 2. It follows from (5) that R(<r) úJ(aY; and this implies

R(a) = J(a)*, since V=J(a)®R(a). Hence we have, in the notation of §1,

a = a \J(a) ] so that a belongs to 0.

(3.3) To every vector v in V there exists a number r in F such thatf(v, v) = rra.

If v?¿0 is a vector in V, then Fv is a line. We infer from (T) the existence

of a product r of involutions in 0 such that Fe= (Fv)t. It follows from (3.2)
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that t preserves/; and it follows from our choice of r that vr = re with r in F.

Now it follows from (1) and (4) that f(v, v)=f(vr, vt) =f(re, re)=rf(e, e)r"

= rr", as we claimed.

(3.4) a = 1.

Since Fe is a line, E=(Fe)'t' is a hyperplane which contains naturally a

vector w^O. We infer from (3.3) the existence of a number r in F such that

f(w, w) =rra, and r^O by (3). Then v = r~*w is a vector in £ which satisfies

f(v, v) = 1, f(e, v) =f(v, e)=0. From f(e-v, e+v) =f(e, e) -f(v, v)=0 and (5)

we infer that the hyperplane [F(e — v)]* contains the hyperplane F(e-\-v)

-t-(Fc+Fz))*. Hence [F(e —n)]* = F(e-f-») + (Fe + Fz;)* and consequently there

exists an involution a in <p such that

J(a) = F(e + v) + (Fe + Fv)*,        R(a) = F(e - v).

From 2e<r= (e+v)a-r-(e — v)a — e-r-v— (e — v) — 2v we infer ea = v, so thatzw = e.

Consider now a number j in  F which satisfies //" = 1. Then we have

f(e—jv, e+jv) =f(e, e) —jf(v,v)j" = l—jja = 0. As before we see that [F(e—jv)]*

= F(e-\-jv)-^-(Fe-\-Fv)* and that there exists an involution a' in 0 such that

J(a') = F(e + jv) + (Fe + Fv)+,        R(a') = F(e - jv).

From 2ea'=(e-\-jv)a'-\-(e—jv)a' = e-\-jv—(e—jv) = 2jv we infer ea'=jv and

va'=j~1e=jae

Since a and a' belong to <j>, so does aa'. We have clearly xaa' = x for x in

iFe + Fv)*, eaa' = va'=jae, vaa' = ea'=jv. Since V= Fe®Fv@(Fe-\-Fv)'>', it

follows from (J) that aa' is an involution. Hence v = v(aa')2=jzv or j2 = l.

But F is a field ; and thus we have shown that

(*) jj" = 1    if, and only if,   j = + 1.

If z is any element in F, then let c = z — za. From a2—\ we infer ca = —c.

Since the characteristic of F is not 2, this implies that c is neither +1 nor — 1.

Thus we may form/= (l+c)(l — c)~x. Since the elements 1+c, 1 — c and their

inverses commute with each other, it follows that

jj« = (1 -f- c)(l - c)-»(l - ¿)-l(l + c") = 1.

Hence/= ± 1 by (*). If/ were — 1, then we would have l+c = c—1, which is

impossible, since the characteristic of F is not 2. Hence j=i, so that 1+c

= 1— corO = c = z — z". Hence z = za for every z in F or a = 1, as we intended to

show.

(3.5)  F is Pythagorean.

Since a — 1 is an anti-automorphism of F, F is a commutative field. In the

proof of (3.4) we showed the existence of vectors e and v such that f(e, e)

=f(v, v) = \,f(e, v) =f(v, e)=0. If ¿ is a number in F, then we infer from (3.3)

and (3.4) the existence of a number r in F such that
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r2 = rra = y(e + tv¡ e + tv) = f(e, e) + tf(v, v)ta = 1 + t2;

and from (3) we deduce that r^O. Now it is quite easy to show that the field

£ is formally real [no sum of squares equals — l] and therefore possesses at

least one algebraical ordering; and this completes the proof of the Pythag-

orean character of the field £.

(3.6) If L' and L" are lines in V, then there exists an involution a in 0

which interchanges L' and L" and which satisfies (L'-\-L"Y^J(a).

From (3.3) we deduce the existence of vectors v', v" such that f(v', v')

=f(v", v") = \ and L' = Fv', L" = Fv". From (2) and a=l we infer that

f(v' + v", v' - v") = f(v', v') + f(v", v') - f(v', v") - f(v", v") = 0.

Consequently [F(v'-v")]* contains F(v'+v") + (£'+£")*. If—as we may

assume without loss in generality—L'y^L", then [F(v' — v")]* and F(v'+v")

+ (£'+£")* are hyperplanes, and this implies [F(v'-v")]*= F(v'+v")

+ (£'+£")*. Consequently there exists an involution a in 0 such that

J(a) = F(v' + v") + (V + L"Y,        R(a) = F(v' - v"),

and it is fairly obvious that a interchanges v' and v" and therefore meets all

the requirements.

(3.7) If L{, • • ■ , £„' and L{ , ■ ■ ■ , Ln' are two sets of mutually orthogo-

nal lines in V, then there exists a product r of involutions in 0 such that L' r = Li'

for i'=l, • • • , ».
This one deduces from (3.6) by an obvious inductive procedure.

(3.8) The following three properties of the linear transformation r of V are

equivalent.

(i) t is in 0.

(ii) t is a product of involutions in 0.

(iii) t preserves f.

Let us assume first that r belongs to 0. There exists a set of ra mutually

orthogonal lines L\, • • • , Ln in V, as follows by the usual argument from

F=5©5*. Since r belongs to 0, the lines £¿r are mutually orthogonal too

(§1, (f)). There exists by (3.7) a product r' of involutions in 0 such that

Lí = Lítt' for every i. It follows from Property (J) that the transformation

tt' in 0 is an involution in 0. Hence r itself is a product of involutions in

0. Thus (i) implies (ii).

That (ii) implies (iii) is a consequence of (3.2).

Assume finally that t preserves/. If the lines £, are rnutually orthogonal,

so are the lines Z¿t, since 0 =/(£,, L¡)=f(LiT, Ljt) for *»*/. Consequently

there exists by (3.7) a product r' of involutions in 0 such that Lí = L,tt' for

every i. It follows from (3.2) that r' and hence tt' preserves/. If L, = £»,-,

then Vítt' = kiVi for A¿;¿0 in F, and
2 2

f(vi, vi) = f(v,TT', Vítt') = kif(vi, Vi)    or    ki = 1
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because of (3) and (3.5). Hence ki = ± 1 ; and this shows that rr' is an involu-

tion preserving/. It follows from (3.2) that tt' and therefore r is in </>; and

this completes the proof of (3.8).

Because of their importance, two special cases of (3.9) should be men-

tioned: <p is generated by the involutions in <p, and <p is the totality of linear

transformations of F which preserve/.

(3.9) fis a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form.

That/ is a symmetrical bilinear form is a consequence of (2) and (3.4).

There exist n mutually orthogonal lines Li, and from (3.3) we deduce the

existence of vectors »,■ such that Lí — Fví and f(vi, Vi) = l. The vectors Vi

form a basis of V; and every vector x has the form x= y,"=ix¿p¿. Clearly

f(x, x) = 2Z"=ixi- It follows from (3.5) that a sum of squares, not all 0, is a

square not 0. Hence/(x, x) is positive definite, as we claimed.

This completes the proof of our theorem.

4. The group of a form.

Theorem. If the field Fis Pythagorean, if fis a symmetrical, positive definite

bilinear form [from the n-dimensional vector space V over F to F], and if P

is a domain of positivity of F [in the weak sense], then the group T of all the

linear transformations of V which preserve f has Property (P.n).

Proof. To every basis fa, • • • , bn of V there exists one and only one basis

fa', • ■ ■ , bñ of V such that

(Í for i = j) Jb1 iz,1
/(*/,•*/ ) - 1 n M      .       } and ¿Z F°i + Pbi = ¿Z F*i + P°i

(0 for t 9± j) ,_i ,-=i

for i — 1, • • • , n,

as one sees by a fairly obvious inductive argument [E. Schmidt's orthogonal-

ization procedure]. The validity of (P.n) may now be derived by fairly

obvious arguments.

We note here without proof the fact that the existence of a symmetrical,

positive definite bilinear form from F to F implies the Pythagorean character

of P.

5. Characterization of the full orthogonal group. The results of the pre-

ceding considerations show the equivalence of the following properties of the

group <p of linear transformations of the w-dimensional vector space V over

the field F, provided the characteristic of Fis not 2 and 2 <n:

(1) F possesses a domain of positivity and <p satisfies (P.n) for every

domain P of positivity.

(2) There exists a domain P of positivity of F such that q> satisfies (P.w).

(3) <f> meets requirements (E), (J), (T).

(4) 4> defines an orthogonality relation and satisfies (J), (T).

(5) F is Pythagorean and there exists a symmetrical, positive definite
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bilinear form / such that 0 consists of all the linear transformations of F

preserving /.

If 0 is a group of linear transformations of V which satisfies these equiva-

lent conditions (1) to (5), then we shall term 0 a full orthogonal group of V.

As long as the equivalence of properties (1) to (5) has not been verified for

ra = 2, we shall refrain from using this term for groups of linear transformations

of the plane. Whenever £ is Pythagorean, it is possible to construct a sym-

metrical, positive definite bilinear form; and thus the Pythagorean character

of £ is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a full orthogonal group of

V. It is clear that every symetrical, positive definite bilinear form may be

brought into the form f(x, y) = 2~lï=i xíVí by an appropriate choice of a basis

of V; and consequently any two full orthogonal groups of V are conjugate in

the group of all linear transformations of V. Thus we see that Theorem A

and its corollaries as stated in the introduction are consequences of the preced-

ing theorems.

6. Euclidean fields of coordinates. A field £ may be termed Euclidean,

if it is commutative, formally real, and has the further property that one and

only one of the numbers x and —x, for x^O, is a square in F. Clearly every

Euclidean field is Pythagorean and every real closed field is Euclidean. Thus

vector spaces over Euclidean fields form a particularly important special

case of our discussion; and in this special case we shall be able to remove

some of the more obnoxious restrictions from our principal results.

Proposition 1. If Vis an n-dimensional vector space over the Euclidean field

F, if 2 < ra, and if the group 0 of linear transformations of V defines an ortho-

gonality relation, then

(T*) there exists to any two lines in V an involution in <p which interchanges

them.

Proof. As in the proof of §3, Theorem there exists an involutorial auto-

morphism a of £ and a bilinear form f(x, y) from F to £ which satisfies the

rules (1) to (5) of §3. We prove

(1.1) a = 1.

If this were not true, then a would be an automorphism of order 2. Denote

by D the totality of elements in £ invariant under a. It follows from Galois

theory that [£:£*] = 2 and that therefore F=D(q) where q2 is in D, though q

is not. Since £ is Euclidean, and since we may substitute — q for q, we may

assume without loss in generality that g is a square of an element in F.

Hence there exist elements d', d" in D such that q= (d'-\-d"q)2. From [£:£>]

= 2 it follows now that 2d'd"= 1 and d'2+q2d"2 = 0. Since £ is formally real,

d' = 0, which is impossible. Hence a=l.

(1.2) f is a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form.

From (1.1) and §3, (2) it follows that/ is a symmetrical bilinear form.
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Suppose now that the vector v is orthogonal to the vector e with f(e, e) = l

(§3, (4)). If f(v, v) were not a square in F, then it would follow from the

Euclidean character of F that/(u, v) = — c2 for c in F; and this would imply

f(ce-\-v, ce-\-v) =0, which contradicts §3, (3). Thus/(z>, v) is a square in F for

every z; in (Fe)*. If x is any vector in V, then x = te-\-v with n in (Fe)*. Hence

/(x, x) =t2Jrf(v, v) is the sum of two squares and therefore a square since F

is Euclidean and hence Pythagorean. Now it follows from §3, (3) that/ is

positive definite.

Because of (1.2), any two lines in V have the form Fs', Fs" with/(s', s')

=f(s", s") = \. Then )(s' + s", s'-s")=0, and it follows as usual that

[F(s'-s")]t' = F(s'+s") + (Fs'-T-Fs")t; provided Fs'^Fs". Consequently <f>

contains an involution a such that J(a) = F(s'-T-s") + (Fs'-T-Fs")'t>, R(a)

= F(s' — s"). Clearly s'a = s" and s"a = s', and this completes the proof.

Remark 1. Proposition 1 would cease to be true without some hypothesis

of the type considered here. Consider for instance the full orthogonal group

of the «-dimensional vector space with rational coefficients. This group cer-

tainly has Properties (U), (E), (J), but if it also had Property (T) or the

sharper property (T*), then it would follow from §3, Theorem that the field

of rational numbers were Pythagorean, which certainly is not the case.

Remark 2. That Condition (J) cannot be deduced from (U), (E), (T*)

may be seen from the group of all orthogonality preserving linear trans-

formations.

Proposition 2. The following properties of the group <j> of linear transforma-

tions of the two-dimensional vector space V over the Euclidean field F are equiva-

lent.

(i) <p has Property (P. 2) where P is the set of all squares not 0.

(ii) <f> has Properties (E), (J), (T*).

(iii) There exists a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form fix, y)

[from V to F] such that 4> is the totality of linear transformations preserving f.

Proof. Assume the validity of (i). Then we infer the validity of (E), (J)

from §2, Proposition 1. Consider two different lines Fa and Fb in V. Then

V= Fa®Fb; and we deduce from (P.2) the existence of one and only one

transformation a in <j> such that Paa — Pb, [Fa-\-Pb]a = Fb+Pa. Hence aa

= pb, ba — tb-\-qa where p and q are in P [are squares, not 0, in F\. Then

t2-\-4:pq belongs to P and is consequently a square, not 0, in F. The equation

qy2 — ty — p = 0 has therefore a solution y in F. The vector v — a+yb satisfies

va = yqv so that Fv— iFv)a. Since v^0, we may apply Property (J) so that a

is an involution. Hence a = aa2 = pitb-\-qa), so that t = 0. Consequently Faa

— Fb and Fba = Fa, and this proves (T*). Thus (ii) is a consequence of (i).

Assume next the validity of (ii). We infer from §2, Proposition 2 and §1,

Theorem that <p defines an orthogonality relation. Select at random a vector

e^0 in V. Then we prove:
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(ii.l) To every vector »in F there exists one and only one number v2 in

£ with the following properties:

(a) If a is in 0 and v — tea, then t2 = v2, and 0 contains such transforma-

tions a.

(b) v2 = (vt)2 for t in 0.

(c) (cv)2 = c2v2 for c in F.

Clearly 02 = 0; and thus we may assume z/^0. From (T*) we deduce the

existence of an involution a in 0 such that (Fe)a — Fv. If a' and a" are trans-

formations in 0 such that v = t'ea' and v = t"eo", then (Fe)a'a"~1 = Fe. It

follows from (J) that a'a"~l is an involution and that therefore ea'a"*1

= ±e. Hence t'= ±t" or t'2 = t"2; now it is fairly obvious how to complete

the proof of (ii.l).

(ii.2) If a¿¿0 and b are vectors in F, then there exists one and only one

number g(b, a) in£such that a and b — g(b, a)a are orthogonal vectors.

This is an immediate consequence from F=£a©(£a)*.

If a is the uniquely determined involution in 0 such that Fa = J(a), then

b-\-ba = 2g(b, a)a; and one verifies easily the following properties of the

function g(b, a):

g(b' + b", a) = g(b', a) + g(b", a),

g(cb, a) = cg(b, a),        g(b, ca) = g(b, a)c~\

g(br, ar) = g(b, a)    for   t in 0.

Now we define

(g(b, a)a2    for    a ^ 0,
f(b, a) =  <

lo for    a. = 0.

This function f(b, a) has clearly the following properties:

f(b' + b", a) = f(b', a) + f(b", a),       f(cb, a) = cf(b, a),

f(br, ar) = f(b, a)    for    t in 0,

the vectors b and a are orthogonal if, and only if, f(b, a)=0.

Suppose now that neither of the vectors a and b is 0. Then there exists by

(T*) an involution a in 0 interchanging the lines Fa and Fb. Clearly aa = sb,

ba = s~1a, a2 = (aa)2 = s2b2. Consequently

f(b, a) = f(ba, aa) = g(s~1a, sb)(aa)2 = s~1g(a, 2>)i_1a2

= g(a, b)b2 = f(a, b),

since £ is commutative; and thus we have shown:

(ii.3) f(x, y) is a symmetrical bilinear form such that the vectors a and b

are orthogonal if, and only if, f(a, b)=0 and such that every transformation

in 0 preserves /.
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The validity of (iii) is now a consequence from the proof of §3, Theorem,

since the hypothesis 2 <n had been used there only to prove the existence of

/, which we showed here independently.

That (iii) implies (i) is shown now as in §4.

Remark 3. The hypothesis that F be Euclidean has been used fully only

when proving that (i) implies (ii). When proving that (ii) implies (iii), we

needed the commutativity of F, and our argument would have sufficed then

to show that F is Pythagorean.

Remark 4. The method of proof used when deducing (iii) from (ii) and

(ii) from (i) is very similar to a method used by Pickert [l, p. 496] when

dealing with the proper orthogonal group of three-dimensional space. Results

of Iyanaga-Abe [l] could have been used too.

Chapter II. The proper orthogonal group

7. The general free mobility condition. If V is an «-dimensional vector

space over F, and if P is a domain of positivity of F [in the weak sense of §2],

then ¿-dimensional free mobility of the group <j> of linear transformations of V

is expressed by the following property.

(P.i) 7/ bi, ■ ■■ ■ , bi and bi', • • • , b¡' are two sets of i independent vectors

in V, then there exists one and only one transformation r in cj> such that

[Z?-í Pb'j +Pbk' ]r= ¿ZS-i Fb'i  +Pb{' fork = l,--,i.

Theorem. If <b has Property (P.i), and if i<n — i, then i=i.

Proof. It is clear that (P.«) implies the following property.

(U*) If t in d> leaves invariant every vector in some ¿-dimensional subspace

of V, then t=1.

Consider now some ¿-dimensional subspace 5 of V; and denote by 8 the

totality of transformations t in <p such that S = St. It is clear that 8 is a sub-

group of <p; and it follows from (U*) that 9 is essentially the same as the group

of linear transformations which it induces in 5. This induced group has like-

wise Property (P.i), and thus it follows from §2, Proposition 3 that

(0) 8 defines an orthogonality relation in 5.

Consider now an (¿—1)-dimensional subspace T' of 5. Then there exists

one and only one involution a' in 8 such that T' = Sr\Ji<r') [since, by (U*),

transformations are involutions, if they induce involutions in S]. Since

a'9^1, it follows from (U*) that Jia') has dimension less than i; and since T'

has dimension i—l, this implies T' = Jia'). From V=Jia') @iRa') we de-

duce that S = Jia')®L', where L' = Si~\Ria') is a line in 5.

Assume now that 1 <i. Then there exists an (* — 2)-dimensional subspace

N of T', and we may form the (»— l)-dimensional subspace T" = N@L' of S.

As before there exists an involution a" in 8 such that T" = Jia"), S = Jia")

@L", where L" = S(~\Ria") is a line in 5. If we denote the orthogonality

relation which 8 defines in 5 by the exponent 8, then we have T'e = L',
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T"e = L", and it follows from L'gT" that L" =T"e^L">=T'. Since L"

is not part of T", L" is not part of N either; and it follows that

T" = L' © N,       N = T' H T",        T" = L' © N,       S = L' © L" © AT.

If we remember that T' = J(a'), T" = J(a"), L'^R(a'), L"^R(a"), it fol-

lows that a' and a" commute on S, and that their product is an involution on

S. It follows from (U*) that a'a" = a"a' is an involution in 6 and 0. From

a'^a" we deduce furthermore a'a"9^ 1. From a'a" = a"a' one deduces easily

that

R(<r'a") =  [/(</) r\ R(a")] ©  [/(<r") H £(</) ] = L" © £'.

Hence the dimension of R(a'a") is at most 2, and it follows from (U*) and

V=J(a'a")®R(a'a") that

ra — 2 g dimension of J(a'a") ^ i — 1    or    ra — 1 = ¿,

as we intended to prove.

Remark 1. In the proof of the preceding theorem we used, apart from

(U*), only the following property of 0.

There exists an ¿-dimensional subspace S of V in which 0 defines an

orthogonality relation.

Remark 2. Property (P.ra) is just the property characteristic for the full

orthogonal group which we discussed in Chapter 1. The property (P.ra—1)

is satisfied by all the proper orthogonal groups; and will be our object of

investigation in the remainder of Chapter II. Concerning (P. 1) we make the

following observations. A nontrivial example is provided by the real qua-

ternions of absolute value 1 which by post-multiplication produce in the four-

dimensional real space of real quaternions just a group of linear transforma-

tions with this property (P. 1). It appears furthermore that the determination

of all groups of linear transformations with this property leads to interesting

problems in the theory of non-distributive fields.

8. Mutual determination of full and proper orthogonal groups. If V is

vector space over £ of dimension not less than 3, and if 0 is a full orthogonal

group of V, then £ is a Pythagorean field (§5) and consequently commuta-

tive. Thus every transformation in 0 has a uniquely determined determinant

which is either +1 or —1, since 0 is generated by its involutions [§3, (3.8)];

and the transformations of determinant +1 form a subgroup of index 2 which

is called the proper orthogonal group 0+. The relation between 0 and 0+ is

even closer than this and may be described in purely group theoretical terms.

This we are going to do now.

Proposition 1. A full orthogonal group possesses one and only one subgroup

of index 2.

Proof. If 0 is a full orthogonal group of F, then 0 has the properties (1)
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to (5) of §5; and that <p then possesses a subgroup of index 2 has already been

mentioned. We show next:

(8.1) If the normal subgroup 8 of <p contains an involution a with one-

dimensional Ria), then <p=8.

<p is certainly transitive on the lines in V. Consequently any two involu-

tions in <j> with one-dimensional R are conjugate in <f>. It follows therefore from

our hypotheses that 9 contains all involutions in </> whose R is one-dimensional ;

and this implies that 8 contains all the involutions in <j>. But <j> is generated by

its involutions [§3, (3.8)]. Hence 8 = <p, as we claimed.

Suppose now that 8 is a subgroup of index 2 of <p. Then 8 is normal in <f>,

but different from <p; and so it follows from (8.1) that 8 does not contain the

involutions with one-dimensional R. Noting that every transformation in <j>

is the product of involutions with one-dimensional R and that the involu-

tions with one-dimensional R have determinant —1, it is now easy to verify

that the subgroup 8 of index 2 consists exactly of those transformations in <p

whose determinant is +1. Hence 8 = <p+; this completes the proof.

Proposition 2. A proper orthogonal group is the subgroup of index 2 of

one and only one full orthogonal group.

Proof. Suppose that the full orthogonal groups <p' and <f>" have a common

subgroup 8 of index 2. Then they define orthogonality relations 5*' and S*".

Suppose now that the vectors x and y in F are orthogonal with respect to <p'.

We may assume that neither x nor y is 0. Then x belongs to the hyperplane

iFyY' and y belongs to the hyperplane (Fx)*'. If we let N= (Fx)*'P\(Fy)*'

= iFx + Fy)'1'', then N has the positive dimension n — 2 and (Fx)*' = Fy® A7',

iFyY' = Fx®N. Denote by z?¿0 some vector in N. Then Fx@Fz has dimen-

sion 2, and there exists one and only one involution a in <p' such that Ria)

= Fx-\-Fz. Clearly

Fy è [Fx]*' r\ [Fx + Fy] = [Fx]*' C\ N*' ^ [Fx]*' C\ [Fz]*'

g iFx + FzY' =7(<r).

Since a has determinant +1, it follows from Proposition 1 that a is in 8. But

8 is part of <p". Since a belongs to <p", and since y is in /(a) and x in Ria), it

follows that x and y are also orthogonal with respect to <p". By reasons of

symmetry we see now that <p' and <f>" define the same orthogonality relation

in V. But this last fact shows that <p' and <p" contain the same involutions.

Since full orthogonal groups are generated by their involutions [§3, (3.8)],

this implies <p'=4>"; this completes the proof.

9. The odd-dimensional case. Throughout this section we shall assume

that the dimension n of the vector space V over F is at least 3.

Proposition 1. If 8 is a proper orthogonal group of V, then F possesses

domains of positivity and 8 satisfies (P. n — 1) for every domain P of positivity.
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Proof. 8 is the subgroup of index 2 of one and only one full orthogonal

group 0 of F [§8, Proposition 2], Consequently there exist domains of posi-

tivity in £, and 0 satisfies (P.ra) for each of them. If C" and C" are two

(w — l)-dimensional chains of incident sub-half-spaces of V, then there exist

exactly two transformations a', a" in 0 such that C'a' = C" = C'a". It is

easily seen that a'a"~l is an involution with J(a'a"~x) a hyperplane. Thus

R(a'a"~1) is a line and a'a"-1 does not belong to 0[§8, (8.1)]. Hence one and

only one of the transformations a', a" belongs to 8 and, consequently,

(P.ra —1) is satisfied by 8.

Proposition 2.^4 group 6 with property (P.ra— 1) for some domain P of posi-

tivity has properties (J), (T) (of §2) and the following properties.

(U*) If a in 6 leaves invariant every vector of a hyper plane, then a=\.

(E*) If S is a subspace of a hyperplane H of V, then there exist involutions

a', a" in 8 such that S = Hnj(a') =Hr\R(a").

Proof. (U*) is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness assertion in

(P.ra—1). If H is a hyperplane in V, then the group 8(H) of all the trans-

formations in 9 which transform H into itself is essentially the same as the

group of transformations it induces in H [by (U*)], and this latter group

has property (P.ra —1) too. Applying §2, Propositions 1 and 3 and §1,

Theorem on the group induced by 8(H) in H, we deduce the validity of (J) and

(E*), whereas §2, Proposition 5 gives the validity of (T) in case 3<ra. To

treat the remaining case 3 = ra we deduce from §2, Proposition 4 the validity

of the following condition :

(To) If L', L" are different lines, and if there exists an involution a in 8

such that Z,' = /(<r), Z/' = £(cr), then there exists an involution in 8 which

interchanges L' and L".

Consider now two different lines A and B in the three-dimensional space

V. Then A ®B = D is a plane, and we infer from (E*) the existence of involu-

tions a', a" in 8 such that A =DC\J(a'), B = DÍM(a"). It follows from

(U*) that J(a'), J(a") cannot be planes, and thus it follows from a'^i,

ir'Vl that A=J(<r'), B = J(a"). Consequently R(a') and R(a") are planes

in the three-dimensional space V, and as such they have a line L in common.

Now we deduce from (T0) the existence of involutions in 8 which interchange

A and L, L and B so that 8 contains a product of involutions which maps A

upon B. Thus (T) has been verified in every case.

Lemma. If 8 has properties (U*), (E*), (J), then R(a) has even dimension

for every involution a in 8.

Proof. It is a consequence of (U*) that R(a) cannot be one-dimensional.

Consider now an involution a in 8 such that R(a) has at least dimension 2.

From V=J(a)®R(a) we deduce the existence of a basis bi of F such that

A') = Eî-i Fbu R(a) = ]£?-» Fbt. We deduce from (E*) the existence of an
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involution a'in 9 such that zZï=î Pbi = Jio')C\ [ ¿Zï=l F fa]- Since a V1, and
since Ria') cannot be one-dimensional [by (U*)], though Jia') has at least

dimension n — 2, we infer Jia') = ¿Z^i Fbi. From h<n we deduce Jia) ¿Jia').

The transformation aa' belongs to 8 and has the following properties:

biOa'= ±1 for i¿n-2, btaa''-fa= -ifaa' + fa) belongs to Jia') = ¿Z"=i Ffa
for n — 2<i. It follows from (J) that aa' is an involution so that in particular

aa' = a'a. From Jia) ¿Jia') we deduce now Ria') ¿Ria) and Riaa')

— ¿Zi=h Fbi. Thus we have found an involution aa' in 8 such that Riaa') has

a dimension exactly two less than the dimension of Ria). Now it is clear how

to complete the proof of the evenness of the dimension of Ria).

Proposition 3. If 8 has properties (U*), (J), (E*), (T), then the following

properties are equivalent:

(i)  The dimension of V is odd.

(ii) 8 does not contain the reflection vp= —v.

(iii) The group obtained by adjoining the reflection p to 9 is a full orthogonal

group, and 9 is a proper orthogonal group.

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is a consequence of the preceding lemma.

Assume now that the reflection p does not belong to 8. Denote by <¡> the group

obtained by adjoining p to 8. Then <j> is the direct product of 8 and of the cyclic

group of order 2, generated by p. Thus 8 has index 2 in <j>, and it is fairly clear

that <p satisfies conditions (J) and (T). If H is some hyperplane, then we infer

from (E*) the existence of an involution a in 8 such that H¿Ria). From

VyéRio)—otherwise a would be p which by hypothesis is not in 8—we deduce

H=Ria). Consequently ap is an involution in <p such that H=Jiap). Con-

sider next some subspace 5 of H. We infer from (E*) the existence of an

involution a' in 8 such that S—Jia')t~\H. Either S = Jia') or else we consider

a'ap. Since a'a is an involution on H, and since a'a belongs to 8, it follows from

(U*) that a'a is an involution in 9. Now we see that a'ap is an involution in <p

such that S=Jia'ap). We deduce from §1, Corollary that an orthogonality

relation is defined by <p, and now it follows from the principal result of §5

that 0 is a full orthogonal group. Hence (iii) is a consequence of (ii). If (iii)

is true, then p cannot be in 9, since 9 because of (U*) cannot be the full orthog-

onal group. It follows from (E*) that 8 contains an involution such that P(cr)

has dimension at least n— 1. From a^p it follows that Ria) is a hyperplane;

and now it follows from the preceding lemma that the dimension of hyper-

planes is even and that of V is therefore odd. This completes the proof.

Theorem. If the dimension of V is odd, then the following properties of the

group 8 of linear transformations of V are equivalent :

(1) 8 is a proper orthogonal group.

(2) There exists a domain of positivity of F, and 8 satisfies (P.n— 1) for

domains P of positivity.
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(3) 8 satisfies conditions (U*), (J), (E*), (T).

This is an almost immediate consequence of Propositions 1 to 3.

Remark. It is easy to show by use of §6, Proposition 1 that condition (T)

may be omitted from (3), in case the field £ is euclidean. It is furthermore

easy to see that condition (E*) is a consequence of (U*) and the following

condition.

If 5 is a subspace of the hyperplane H, then there exists an involution a

in 8 such that S = HC\R(a).

10. The case of dimension greater than 3.

Theorem. If the dimension of the vector space V over F is greater than 3>

then the following properties of the group 8 of linear transformations of V are

equivalent.

(i) 8 is a proper orthogonal group.

(ii) There exist domains of positivity of F, and 8 satisfies (P.ra—1) for a

domain P of positivity.

(iii) If H is a hyperplane in V, and if 8(H) is the group of all transforma-

tions in 8 which transform H into itself, then 8(H) is essentially the same as a full

orthogonal group of H.

It is a consequence of §9, Proposition 1 that (i) implies (ii). If (ii) is true,

then we infer from §9, Proposition 2 that 8(H) is essentially the same as the

group of linear transformations it induces in H. Naturally this latter group

satisfies (P.ra —1). But the dimension of the hyperplane if is at least 3, since

3<ra, and thus it follows from the main result of Chapter I (§5) that 8(H)

induces in H a full orthogonal group. Thus (iii) is a consequence of (ii).

Assume finally the validity of (iii). Since hyperplanes in F have dimen-

sion not less than 3, we may use all the results of §5. Applying in particular

§5, (5) we obtain the validity of the following facts:

(1) The field £ is Pythagorean.

(2) If H is a hyperplane in V, then there exists a symmetrical, positive

definite bilinear form /h(x, y) from H to F such that 8(H) is essentially the

same as the group of all linear transformations of H which preserve fn-

We note that j'h is not uniquely determined, since t2fi¡ with tr¿0 in £ has

likewise all the required properties. As a matter of fact our main problem is

to pick these forms "coherently."

(3) If £ is a line in V, then the group 8(L) of all the transformations in 8

which transform L into itself is essentially the same as a full orthogonal

group of V/L.

It is clear that 8(L) induces a group of linear transformations in V/L.

Consider now a transformation a in 9(L) which induces the identity in V/L.

Then va — v belongs to L for every v in V, and a maps onto itself every sub-

space containing L. Apply this in particular onto some hyperplane H con-
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taining L. Then a belongs to 6(H), which is essentially the same as a full

orthogonal group of H. Hence (J) is satisfied by this group of transformations

of H, and it follows that a is an involution. Since every va — v is in L, it fol-

lows that R(a) =£. Since J(a) cannot be a hyperplane—for otherwise a trans-

formation, not 1, would be the identity on a hyperplane—it follows that

J(a) = For a = 1. Thus we have shown that 8(L) is essentially the same as the

group of transformations it induces in V/L.

Any two lines in V/L are represented by distinct planes B', B" which

both contain L. Their sum B'-\-B" has dimension 3<ra and is consequently

contained in some hyperplane H. It follows from (iii) that 8(H) defines an

orthogonality in H, and B' = L®L', B" = L®L" where L' and L" are lines

orthogonal to L [in H]. Consequently there exists an involution in 8(H)

which interchanges L' and L" and which maps L upon itself, and thus we

have found an involution in 8(L) which interchanges B' and B". Hence (T)

is satisfied by the group 8(L) of transformations of V/L. It is fairly easy to

see that (J) is satisfied by 8 and consequently also by the group 8(L) of trans-

formations of V/L.

From (iii) one deduces immediately that 8 satisfies conditions (U*), (E*),

(J) [see §9]; and thus it follows from §9, Lemma that R(a) is even-dimen-

sional for every involution a in 8.

Next we want to show that to every subspace T containing L there exists

an involution a in 8(L) such that T = L + J(a). To do this we may assume

that T is part of some hyperplane H. If dimension F minus dimension T is

even, then we consider the uniquely determined involution a in 8(H) such

that T = HC\J(a). Since R(a) cannot have odd dimension, it follows that

J(a) = T so that a is a desired transformation in 8(L). If dimension V minus

dimension £is odd, then we remember first thatô(£f) defines an orthogonality

relation in H and that therefore T = L®S where S is orthogonal to L in H.

Next we consider the uniquely determined involution a' in 8(H) such that

S=J(a')f\H. Since dimension V minus dimension 5 is even, it follows as

before that J(a') = S. Since S and L are orthogonal in H, it follows that

£ = £(<r') and that therefore a' belongs to 8(L). Thus a' is a desired trans-

formation.

Using §1, Corollary we see now that 8(L) defines an orthogonality relation

in V/L. Since the dimension of V/L is not less than 3, it follows now from §5,

(4) that 8(L) induces a full orthogonal group in V/L. This completes the

proof of (3).

(4) If a is a transformation in 8, and if v j^O is a vector in F such that

va = mv, then m= ±1.

It is a consequence of (3) that 8(Fv) is essentially the same as the full

orthogonal group of V/Fv. But this group is generated by its involutions

(§3, (3.8)). Hence 6(Fv) is generated by the involutions in 8(Fv). It is clear
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that every involution in diFv) maps v upon ±v, and these last two facts clearly

imply (4).

If H is a hyperplane, if / is a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form

from H to F, and if 8iH) induces in H just the transformations which pre-

serve/, then we term fa 8-admissible form of H. Proposition (2) asserts the

existence of such forms.

(5) If H' and H" are hyperplanes in V, if/' and/" are 0-admissible forms

of H' and H" respectively, and if there exists a vector e^O in H'C\H"

such that/'(e, e) =/"(e, e), then

/'(*. y) = /"(*. y)    for    x, y in H' C\ H".

Since the groups 6(H) induce in H groups with property (T), there exist

to every x^O in HT\H" transformations a' and a" in 6(H') and BiH")

respectively such that Fea'= Fx = Fea". Hence ea' = z'x and ea" = z"x.

Clearly ea'a"~l = z'z"~le, and it follows from (4) that z'z"~1=±l or z'2

= z"2. But then fix, x) = z'-2f'(ea', eo') = z'~2f'(e, e)=z"~2f"(e, e)

= z"~2f"(ea", ea") =/"(x, x), and now (5) is an immediate consequence of

the well known identity

(*) fix, y)   =   2-' [fix +y,X+y)- fx,  X)  - f(y, y) ]

which holds for all symmetrical bilinear forms.

(6) There exists a symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form/ from V to

F which induces 0-admissible forms fg in all hyperplanes H.

We note first that because of 3 <n the intersection of three hyperplanes

is not 0. Using (2) and (5) we can find easily 0-admissible forms fn from H

to F such that A' and fH" coincide on HT\H". There exists one and only

one function f(x, y) from F to F which coincides on every hyperplane H

with fu- This function/is the desired form, since because of 3 <n any three

vectors are contained in some hyperplane.

(7) Every transformation in 8 preserves /.

Consider a vector v^O and a transformation a in 8. Then v and va belong

to some hyperplane H, and as usual there exists a transformation a' in 8(H)

such that Fva=Fva'. It follows from (4) that va= +va'; consequently we

find that

f(va, va) = f(va', va') = fH(va', Va') = fH(v, v) - f(v, v),

and (7) follows now from the identity (*).

Denote now by <¡> the group of all linear transformations of V which pre-

serve the form/. It follows from (1) and §5, (5) that <p is a full orthogonal

group of V, and it follows from (7) that 8 is a subgroup of <j>. From the prop-

erties of the full orthogonal group we infer now the existence of an involution

« in 4> such that P(w) is a line. Then J(w) is a hyperplane and x belongs to
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J(u) if, and only if,/(£(w), x) =0. Consider now some transformation a in 0.

Since 8 has property (T), there exists a transformation a' in 8 such that £(o>)

= R(u>)oa'. Since a, a', and aa' preserve/, it follows that aa' maps the hyper-

plane J(ca) onto itself. Since 0[/(w)] induces the full orthogonal group in

J(co), and since <r<r' induces a transformation in the hyperplane J(u)=H

which preserves / and therefore/#, there exists a transformation a" in 8(H)

such that aa'a" induces the identity in H. But then aa'a" is as an element

in the full orthogonal group 0 either lora; and now one verifies easily that 8

has index 2 in 0. Thus 8 is a proper orthogonal group of F; this completes

the proof of our theorem.

Remark. It is worth noting that we have used the hypothesis 3<ra at

least three times in an essential way when deriving (i) from (iii). That the

two-dimensional proper orthogonal group is not characterized by the prop-

erty (P. 1) has been shown by Pickert [l, p. 498], who gave an example of a

group of two by two matrices with real coefficients satisfying (P.l), though

it does not leave invariant any symmetrical, positive definite bilinear form.

This is still more remarkable in the light of §6, Proposition 2.
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